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Today we will be addressing these questions: 
Seated

How do we report on student progress?
What does a continuum look like?

How do parents find curriculum documents?
How do teachers make decisions when assessing students? 

 Centres of Learning
What does mathematics look like at RCHK? 

How can parents help their child develop their interest and 
abilities in mathematics? 



Centres of Learning Leading 
Teachers

How do we build early fluency in mathematics? (games, 
basic facts)

Amy Kun

How do we use the developmental continuum to assess 
and report on student learning?

Tina Lambert

Maths in the early years and how to support learning 
at home. 

Justine 
Cordwell

What can mathematical problem-solving and reasoning 
look like? 

Julie Nicolle

What are the Mathematical Thinking skills my child is 
developing? 

Rebecca Price



Mathematics Teaching at RCHK 

4

Inquiry process
● RCHK aims to create an inquiry learning environment where we 

nurture confident, knowledgeable, resourceful and enthusiastic 
mathematicians. 

● Educators create flexible-learning opportunities for all learners 
to build curiosity, creativity and confidence through productive 
challenge.

● Educators will guide and support learners to highlight their 
progress and growth, and support learners’ agency over what and 
how they engage with their learning. 

● Norms such as; positive self-talk, being eraser-free and 
prioritising depth of learning are explicitly promoted.



What are the norms of our mathematics classes?



How do we report on student progress?

Conceptual Understanding – (connecting, representing, identifying, describing, 
interpreting, sorting, …) 
• Procedural Fluency – (calculating, recognising, choosing, recalling, 
manipulating, …)
• Problem solving – (applying, designing, planning, checking, imagining, …) 
• Reasoning – (explaining, justifying, comparing and contrasting, inferring, 
deducing, proving, …)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pr0QHKloVTSWr0j0r77SHX1JlcAuUM5q/view


RCHK Mathematical Thinking Skills
Conceptual Understanding Procedural Fluency

Problem Solving
 

Reasoning
CONTENT



What is a continuum? 
A curriculum continuum shares developmental milestones for learners.

These learning progressions elaborate on developmentally-appropriate 
growth and progress and align with our ESF Curriculum. 

Grounded in educational and scientific research, they detail learning 
that is generally expected at anticipated age ranges. The learning 
continuums recognise the fact that every child follows their own pathway 
to learning. 

Each milestone falls within an expected age-band. Where a child’s current 
age falls within the range shared, we understand the child to be making 
developmentally appropriate growth and progress. The ‘levels of 
achievement’ shared below each age-range are milestones learners can 
attain, based on teacher’s assessment and monitoring of learning.  



What does the RCHK Developmental  continuum look like?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K4nT41DhhTzwNWmXu5ae0wkozIQjD44csaBuAeAYQZU/edit?usp=sharing


How do Parents find curriculum documents? 
Screenshot of website. 

https://www.rchk.edu.hk/


Password: primaryrchk 
(lowercase)



● Phase 1(Age 3-5)  - Compares relative size of objects

● Phase 2 - Estimates and measures using non-standard 
units

● Phase 3 - Recognizes the difference between standard 
and non-standard units

● Phase 4 - Measures, compares and estimates using
standard units to measure length/mass/volume & capacity

● Phase 5 -Uses tools to find measures, including timelines

● Phase 6 -Makes simple unit conversions

● Phase 7 -Selects and uses appropriate units & tools to 
measure
● Determines and justifies levels of accuracy needed to
solve real-life problems involving measurement

● Phase 8 - Solves problems using decimal and fractional
notation in measurement
● Applies conversions of formal units of measurement in
problem solving applications

Increments of progress



What have you connected 
with?

What do you still want to 
know?  

www.menti.com

Code - 1171 6425

http://www.menti.com

